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Hi, Reader, and Happy 2013! 

In the last 20 years our society has taken a turn towards Self-help and Self-love. I'm sure at one point 
or another each of us has taken the bite in an effort at bettering ourselves or our situations in Life.  
 
Oftentimes, the advice we are given in books, news articles, or from loved ones does not help or does 
not stick, and that could be because it's not entirely authentic.  

What I mean is, it is not coming from YOU; from your gut, your Higher Self, your Inner Wisdom.  
 
It is when you hear that Voice inside of yourself and act on it, that meaningful changes occur in your 
Life. 

Our World if filled with so much over stimulation- from iPods blaring into our ears, to 27" computer 
screens and 52" televisions.  
 
It's no wonder many of us find trouble hearing our Higher Self when it is giving us the answers we are 
looking for.  
 
It is not impossible to clear the mental clutter and hear, or feel, our truest answers to our deepest 
questions (or dilemmas).  
 
All you have to do is recognize some subtle qualities. 

Your Higher Self is probably speaking if you notice any of these six characteristics: 

1. Calm and centered: Your Higher Self voice is calmer than the Ego (the 'parent' part of your 
personality and subconscious. It is very "me" centered). It can calmly observe all the craziness of 
life and stay centered. It can even calmly watch the Ego doing "its drama thing" and crazy-making 
ways, and patiently smile. 

2. Seeing with compassion: Higher Self can easily imagine why other people might do weird and crazy 
stuff; it allows us to feel empathy for others. Ego prefers judgment and self-righteous high 
ground; again, it is very "me" centered. 
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3. Long-term focus: The Ego looks for short-term or instant gratification. The Higher Self looks at 
the long term. The Ego's advice might be to deliver a verbal smack down that feels righteously self-
justified. The Higher Self knows there is long-term pain for you and the other person in that 
choice. 

4. Win-win outcomes: The Higher Self knows that lasting positive outcomes come from caring for 
others and taking care of Self (i.e. taking a shot at the Monthly Creative Experientials, and 
engaging in lots of Self love and Self care). Either/or solutions are rarely good relationship tools. 
Everyone should see some form of "win". Creativity and intuition, aspects of our Higher Self, can 
break through traditional Ego-centered solutions and see a more fitting path. 

5. Strong boundaries: The Higher Self can say "no" and mean it. Higher Self sets boundaries calmly 
and clearly. There are times to be compassionate, wise, and firm. 

6. Positive emotional texture: The Higher Self can see beauty and wonder in so many places. If you 
are feeling peaceful, joyful, grateful, wise and compassionate you are probably in Higher Self. Pay 
close attention to your body; Ego tends to cause fight or flight responses like shallow breathing 
and clenched muscles. Your muscles and emotions will help you know which voice you are listening 
to. 

Overall, our Higher Self looks to find what is right, what is good in all the people and all the parts of 
every set of circumstances. It looks for something to be grateful for. 

This is part of the Self-awareness process -- learning to recognize the difference between Higher Self 
and Ego Self.  

In my own experience, I have found that it gets easier over time once you learn to hear your Higher 
Self when it is communicating with you.  
 
Perhaps you will identify it by a quality like peace, or space, or calm.  
 
Some people experience their Higher Self as a kind of intuition, or even an actual voice inside their 
heads telling them what to do in critical moments.  
 
Others see pictures that contain intuitive knowing about a situation. 
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There is no right or wrong way to experience your Higher Self, but it is important to pay attention until 
you are sure you can discern it, then you can learn to listen to it.  

This level of attainment also shifts our relationship to the Ego.  

We can understand that Ego is useful and its primary purpose is to keep us safe. The Ego creates the 
stories it does in order to over-protect against possible threat. Ego is not really concerned with our 
happiness or our spiritual development.  

As we become more aligned with the Higher Self, we understand that we have the ability to interrupt 
the Ego's story.  

Ultimately the Higher Self can be the dominant voice we hear.
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